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Hello.

A size guide that’s
child’s play…

Welcome to the first issue of CREATE, the magazine from
Spaceoasis that’s full of ideas, inspiration and examples to help
create amazing learning spaces. We fundamentally believe that
better learning environments help teachers to deliver a better
learning experience, but we understand that it can be hard
to envision a different way of doing things. The idea behind
CREATE is to help kick start some fresh thinking.

GET IN TOUCH…
For help creating your own
amazing learning space:

Children shoot up in height throughout their school career and
getting the right size furniture is essential for comfort, posture
and back health. The BSEN 1729 Standard provides useful
guidance to furniture sizes from tiny pre-schoolers to teenagers
who are almost as tall as you are. Here’s a quick guide to help
you get the right furniture sizes for your students.

T +44 (0) 1952 210 197
E hello@spaceoasis.com
@Spaceoasis

Visit our new showroom to fully appreciate
the true quality of Spaceoasis.

Spaceoasis Ltd
D11, Hortonwood 7
Telford, TF1 7GP
www.spaceoasis.com
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When classroom furniture is worn out, simply replacing like with
like is often the default course of action, but going for the ‘same
old, same old’ means missing a fantastic opportunity to create a
better place for 21st century learning. In A School Doesn’t Have
To Look Like A School we explain how a little fresh thinking
could deliver a far better teaching and learning experience.
One school that really thinks outside the box is Bethany Junior
School in Bournemouth. Find out how they created an agile room
that incorporates a range of dry-wipe writable surfaces that is
loved by staff and pupils alike.
A fellow blue-sky thinker, and friend of Bethany Junior School,
is Professor Stephen Heppell. We are very pleased that Professor
Heppell joins us to share his thoughts on inspirational teachers,
the day he realised accountancy was most definitely not for him
and how he relaxes by doing something “scary and exhausting”.
Also in this issue we find out how colour affects learning and how
you can choose the right colours for your learning spaces. Lewis
Girls’ School’s sixth form workspace shows us how it’s done. We
also revisit Salford University at MediaCity to see how colour and
graphics create a sense of identity in its very grown-up study spaces.
I hope you enjoy this issue. If you’re thinking of refurnishing
or creating a new learning space, we’d love to help.
Call us on 01952 210197 or email hello@spaceoasis.com
Enjoy!

Simon

SIMON HICK
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPACEOASIS
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WHAT’S HOT
IN LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

03
Fractions are awesome!
Simple but brilliant, LEGO fractions are a cost-effective
way to help learners ‘get’ fractions. Maths can seem
abstract but using LEGO blocks makes it feel real and,
because it’s really a toy, it’s more like play than work.

Our travels around the UK’s schools give us a unique insight into what’s
happening in all sorts of learning environments. Here are some of the
things we’ve seen that we think you should know about…

1
WHOLE
3/4
THREE QUARTERS

Order from designthinkingagency.ac

1/2
HALF

01
Education + effort =
endless possibilities
These posters from Design
Thinking give strong
educational messages
while managing to be
cool at the same time.
Covering everything from
encouraging positive
thinking (What if you’re
the next Mark Zuckerberg,
you just don’t know it yet?)
to addressing bullying,
revision and creative
thinking, these highly
functional pieces of art will
add style and substance to
your walls.

1/4
ONE-QUARTER
1/8
ONE-EIGHTH

3/4 + 1/4 =

1

05

02
Write. Snap. Wipe... Write. Snap. Wipe...
Because of the ubiquity of digital cameras in mobile
devices, we’re seeing a return to the spontaneity of
using a pen to document and share ideas, because
you can simply take a digital snap of your work to
share or upload to your digital portfolio. Schools,
colleges and universities all told us that they’d
like to be able to write on any surface to enable
this collaborative creativity, so we developed
LearningSurface™ which can be specified on tables,
screens or as cladding for whole walls, turning them
all into writable surfaces. Write, snap, wipe, repeat…
It’s collaboration at its best.
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It’s not old, it’s VINTAGE
Some enterprising schools
and colleges are taking learnerled design to new heights, tasking sixth
form students with scouring second
hand shops, auctions and eBay to create a
common room furnished with pre-loved kit.
You’ll need a degree of consistency in your
collection to make sure it doesn’t look
a mess, but it’s a brilliant way to
encourage creative thinking
and budgeting skills in
older students.

+44 (0) 1952 210 197

A platform for talent
Nineteen-year-old Max Edwards (below),
a Henley College alumnus, is on a gap year,
planning to study illustration at art college. We
came across his work on Instagram, thought it was
incredible and commissioned him to create the
illustrations of Stephen Heppell and Julia Barfield
on pages 14 (Education) and 08 (Commercial).
If you know of any students who could use a
platform to showcase their talents, let us know.

You can see more of Max’s
amazing work, including this
portrait of Rome Fortune (above),
and contact him via Instagram:
instagram.com/maxamillionarts
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doesn’t have to look like

A SCHOOL

If, however, you want a space that nurtures
their creativity, encourages collaboration and
enables them to deal with ambiguity, a traditional
classroom layout simply isn’t going to deliver.
One head teacher, when designing a new
school, asked his architects to bring him pictures
not of schools but of hotels and shopping
centres. His idea was to create a place people
actually want to be in. Few of us get to redesign a
whole school, but the idea of allowing beauty and
creativity into our learning environments is one
we should grasp with both hands. Just because
it’s a public sector institution doesn’t mean it has
to look like one (and even independent schools
are prone to thinking ‘inside the box’ when it
comes to classrooms).
Same old, same old
Budget restrictions, time constraints and fear
of change are all valid and common reasons for
simply replacing like with like when old classroom
furniture is worn out. While times have changed,
classrooms largely haven’t.
New technology, the demands of an everchanging curriculum and the requirement to instil
in pupils 21st century skills, should be forcing
change. Surely by now our classrooms should be
havens of learner-led activity, flipped learning and
technology-enabled creativity? In some schools
this is exactly what you’ll find. In the vast majority,
students still languish all day in chairs, in rows,
facing the front.

BELOW
LOBE SEATING
BOTTOM
FRASER WORK STATIONS
RIGHT
ATTUNE TIERED SEATING
FAR RIGHT
AGILE SCREENS,
(ALL AT WAPPING
HIGH SCHOOL)

T

he first thing we ask people who
want to us to design a learning
space for them is ‘what do you
want the kids to do in the space?’ If the
answer is “behave like robots” then your
average sit-in-rows, face-the-front-andkeep-quiet classroom is doing a bang-up
job, no change required…

06 A SCHOOL DOESN’T HAVE TO LOOK LIKE A SCHOOL
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One step at a time
So, in the face of fear of the unknown and all
the other restrictions to unbridled creativity, what
can you do to switch your learning spaces up a
gear? One solution is the agile classroom. Tables
you can move around so when you need them
in rows facing the front (which is sometimes
necessary) you can do that, then you can break
into small groups, large groups or even pairs
depending on the task in hand. Most teachers roll
their eyes at the thought of 30 students moving
furniture but, after the initial novelty has worn
off, the ability to take ownership of their learning
environment means they invariably step up and
behave responsibly.

“

…the idea of allowing beauty
and creativity into our learning
environments is one we should
grasp with both hands.”

Alternatively you could take one room and
transform that into a special place for projectbased learning, intervention groups or a specific
subject area (see page 18 to find out how
Bethany Junior School did exactly that).
So, when it comes to thinking about kitting out
your learning spaces, just allow yourself to dream a
little. You don’t have to do what you’ve always done
and get what you’ve always got.
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UNDERSTANDING
THE IMPACT OF
COLOUR WITHIN
CLASSROOMS
MAY CHANGE THE
WAY WE CREATE
LEARNING SPACES

The

COLOUR
LEARNING
OF

S

imply using industrial quantities of
soft-sheen magnolia paint in schools,
sometimes complimented by a dash
of maroon or navy gloss, ignores research and
knowledge about the meaning of colour and
the effect it has on students.
“The amateur, convinced he/she has good
‘colour sense’ and able to choose colours
intuitively and do it well, ventures to offer
opinions often in conflict with the professional.”
So wrote Robert Samuels and Harry Stephens in
their 1997 report, ‘Colour and Light in Schools’.
In their research they say that without any
guidelines around colour principles, decisions
become based on personal, fashionable or
political tastes rather than on evidence or
best practice.
It’s a frustration we share. Having spent weeks
working with teachers to ensure the furniture
specification and layouts for their classrooms
truly support teaching and learning, the head
teacher often loses their nerve when it comes to
making a judgement call on colour. Often they
simply grab the nearest person who is ‘good with
colours’ to make a choice which, through no fault
of their own, will probably be guided by their
personal taste rather than what would work best
in a teaching and learning environment. »

The impact of colour
within classrooms

08 THE COLOUR OF LEARNING: THE IMPACT OF COLOUR WITHIN CLASSROOMS
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WHY COLOUR MATTERS
It’s not just because I’m a designer
that I think colour within learning
environments is important. In The
Inclusive Classroom: The Effects of
Color on Learning and Behavior, by
Kristi Gaines and Zane Curry from
Texas Tech University, they assert
that ‘a thoughtfully planned physical
environment will enhance the
psychological comfort of the
most sensitive students by
identifying and eliminating
detrimental sensory impact.’
Some students may be more
sensitive to colour because of
heightened sensory responses and
strong visual processing abilities
(Freed and Parsons, 1997), particularly
those with attention deficit disorders
or those on the autistic spectrum.
Other studies show that the colour

“

pink reduces aggression in prisoners
(Alexandra Schauss, 1979) and
that red raises the blood pressure
(Morton, 1998). So there is scientific
proof of the effect of colour that
shouldn’t be ignored.
The truth about colour in learning
environments is quite complex.

There is no simple answer. No ‘paint
the walls blue and you’ll see results
soar’. As Samuels and Stephens
went on to point out, this simplistic
approach would ignore “the two
most fundamental determinants
of colour significance – culture
and colour context”.

The two most fundamental
determinants of colour significance
are culture & colour context.”

THE MEANING OF COLOUR

CLEVER
CLASSROOMS

The meaning of green: rolling hills or
corruption and disgrace?
Think about the colour green: the
rolling hills of our green and pleasant
land; of spring buds and growth. It
would be easy to link it with optimism,
vision and creativity. But think now
of green within the context of a
Saturday afternoon in a pub in the
Maryhill district of Glasgow when
Celtic are playing Rangers (the same
could be said during a local derby in
Manchester when blue no longer has
the same limitless ‘blue-sky thinking’
quality that the amateur colourist
might tell you).

Clever Classrooms, published
by Salford University in 2015
concluded that: “differences in
the physical characteristics of
classrooms explain 16% of the
variation in learning progress
over a year for the 3,766 pupils
included in the study”. To put
this into context, if you moved
an average child from the least
effective to the most effective
learning space, the impact would
be around 1.3 sub-levels’ progress
over the year. The researchers
studied pupils in 153 classrooms
across 27 very diverse schools in
Blackpool for a year, and their
learning environments were
assessed for lighting, noise levels,
orientation, temperature, air
quality and design attributes
including colour.
In terms of wall colour, the
research concluded that lightcoloured walls plus a feature wall
in a brighter colour provided the
appropriate level of stimulation
and was the most effective
approach for learning. It also said
that, against a relatively calm
backdrop, bright colours on the
floor, blinds, desks and chairs add
extra highlights and flashes of
colour that play a complementary
and stimulating role.

ORANGE
A GREAT COLOUR 
FOR SOCIAL S
 PACES

Of course it’s not just the simplistic
symbolism of the football strip, but
deeply held beliefs in some cultures
where colour is significant. In the
Qur’an we’re told that the inhabitants
of paradise will wear green garments
of fine silk, leading Sultan Abdul
Hamid II to order the site of the tomb
of Muhammad to be painted green in
1837, so green has a special significance
for Muslims. China uses the colour
to symbolise infidelity and disgrace;
closer to home, in Ireland, it represents
Catholics (whilst Protestants are
Orange). Head down to North Africa
and green signifies corruption. »

PURPLE
A GREAT COLOUR FOR
STAFF ROOMS AND OFFICES

Exuberant,
warm

Spirituality,
opulence

SALFORD
UNIVERSITY
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THE LEARNING EFFECT
OF COLOURS

GREEN
Harmony,
balance
Collaboration – learning
commons, class bases

YELLOW
Cheerfulness,
optimism
Practical tasks –
science labs, transit areas

“

Colour is complex and
there are no easy answers
to getting it right.”

Case Study

HOW TO GET COLOURS RIGHT
IN LEARNING SPACES:
your school’s cultural makeabout your uniform and school
1 Think
4 Consider
up whether the colours have meanings
colours – will they complement or
clash with your colour ideas?

to different groups of students.

is the purpose of the room? Is
the age of your students.
2 Consider
5 What
it for calm contemplation (a library or
Studies show that KS1 /2 children tend

ORANGE
Exuberant,
warm
Socialising – dining areas
and receptions

RED
Energy,
passion
Interactive participation –
English, drama, music

PURPLE
Spirituality,
opulence
Contemplation –
staff rooms, offices

BLUE
Calm,
contemplative
Focused study –
libraries and study areas

to prefer bright colours, secondary age
prefer more sophisticated colour palettes.

independent study space) or energetic
participation (a drama studio)?

introducing colour through
much natural light is in the room?
3 How
6 Consider
furniture (e.g. brightly coloured soft
Darker colours absorb light and can
make a space feel enclosed whereas
lighter colours bounce light back into
the room.

seating or tables with coloured edges)
and lighting rather than committing to
a bold paint colour scheme.

I DREAM
OF LEARNING
For the ‘I Dream of Learning’ competition,
students at Lampton School in Hounslow
created their own classroom in a
Portacabin at their school. They used
lighting to project colour onto a wall which
they can change to suit the task in hand
– red for energy and stimulation in the
morning, blue for calm in the afternoon.

LEWIS GIRLS’
SCHOOL
A

t Lewis Girls’ Comprehensive School, the new
sixth form work space combines soft furnishings
where individuals and groups can congregate,
a pod for informal meetings and a touchdown for
mobile device use to create an adaptable space that
accommodates a wide range of uses.
The combination of bold accent colours and a red feature
wall against a cool neutral background of grey carpet,
white walls and a blue pod allow vibrant colours that
stimulate and energise to be acceptable to an older, more
sophisticated student.
The curved pod is upholstered in grey, with blue
panels creating a calm, quiet space in which to work
independently or in small groups. Elsewhere in the room
the red wall, hot pink stools and lime green seats provide
energy and inspire creativity.

Even without the impact of culture on
selecting the colour green, a ground floor
classroom with wide open views onto
the South Downs or the Derbyshire Dales
might well have quite enough green already
without adding to it care of the Dulux dog.
Similarly, a primary school classroom with
30 children resplendent in scarlet sweatshirts
doesn’t really need red chairs too and a red
feature wall because someone watching
breakfast television worked out, as did the
BBC, that red is a colour to wake you up.
Yellow, on the other hand, has connotations
of cowardice but can also bring bright
cheeriness, whilst in Egypt it remains the
colour of mourning.
Colour is complex and there are no easy
answers to getting it right. But by taking the
time to really think it through you’ll be more
likely to end up with a successful colour
scheme that makes a positive contribution to
your learning environments.
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WE’LL ASK THE QUESTIONS!

ILLUSTRATION
BY MAX EDWARDS,
INSTAGRAM.COM/
MAXAMILLIONARTS
RIGHT
STEPHEN HEPPELL
VISITING BETHANY
JUNIOR SCHOOL

An interview with

STEPHEN
HEPPELL

ILLUSTRATION BY MAX EDWARDS
INSTAGRAM.COM/MAXAMILLIONARTS

Professor Stephen Heppell taught in some of London’s
toughest schools and now works with governments,
schools and communities around the world as a widely
and fondly recognised leader in the fields of learning,
new media and technology.

14 Q&A PROFILE: STEPHEN HEPPELL

Q WHO WAS THE FIRST TEACHER
TO TRULY INSPIRE YOU?
It was at primary school, of course, in
Chenies, Buckinghamshire. She came
in one day and said, “You know that
flood in the Bible? I think we should try
to find out all about it, if it happened,
was it true?” and off we went over the
year into an in-depth exploration of
Sumerian and Babylonian history, of the
geography of the Tigris and Euphrates
flood plains, of mummies and more. We
felt like we were discovering history as
detectives and it ended with a visit to
the British Museum (where everyone
was primed for our questions - our
teacher was very well connected I later
realised!) - and all this at six and seven
years old. I visited the museum the
other day and just standing by the Ram
in the Thicket statuette was like being
in a time machine. She was an
astonishing teacher.
Q WHEN DID YOU REALISE THAT
YOU WANTED TO BECOME A
TEACHER YOURSELF?
After university I did accountancy
exams. One day a senior accountant
said to me “You know Stephen you
are very good at this; in ten years time
you could be sitting at my desk”. It
was a defining moment for me: I could
imagine nothing worse! My head knew
then what my heart had been saying
since I was tiny: I wanted to teach, in
tough schools in London. So I did, and
loved it of course.

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM

“

It was a defining moment for me…
I wanted to teach, in tough schools
in London…”

Q WHAT’S THE WORST MISTAKE
YOU’VE MADE IN A LESSON.
I was tired (!) I wrote SAILOR on the
board, but misspelled it. And I AM a
sailor! I still feel bad about it now!
Q AND THE BEST PIECE OF
ADVICE YOU’VE BEEN GIVEN?
It doesn’t matter if you waste a
year here and there, just try not to
waste a decade - you don’t have
many of them.
Q IF YOU COULD ASK BRITAIN’S
TEACHERS TO TRY ONE THING
TO SHAKE THINGS UP IN THE
CLASSROOM WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Well, it would be to stop looking
for the one thing! Blended learning,
iPads, IWBs… we’ve seen the “one
thing” marketed and over-promising
too often before. The reality is that
Learning, and the teaching that goes
with it, is really complex. It’s a craft
and it’s a science. But although it is
complex, none of that complexity is
difficult. Salt is fairly straightforward
Q WHAT ARE YOU MOST EXCITED
in cooking, but if you muddle it with
sugar things go badly wrong. In
ABOUT, AND ITS POTENTIAL
Learning, all the details matter too.
IMPACT ON LEARNING?
So we need children and teachers to
Well obviously that would be the
work together on the complexity of
impact of learner led projects - way
beyond the co-construction of learner all this and to be clear that there is no
“one thing”, no silver bullet.
voice, this is asking the students to
lead: to research better learning,
Q WHICH COUNTRY DO
collect the best ingredients from
around the world and blend them into YOU BELIEVE IS DOING THE
a local recipe for great learning with a MOST EXCITING THINGS
tight budget. The metacognition and EDUCATIONALLY?
No one country - Hong Kong says
the reflective practice that result are
“learning to learn is at the
always wonderful - but the learning
improvement is flippin’ stellar too.
What’s not to like!
Q WHAT ARE YOU MOST HAPPY NO
LONGER HAPPENS IN SCHOOLS?
Well, bad things still do happen,
sadly, but running a project for
disengaged and excluded children
- we had about 1,000 a year - it was
clear that their parting of the ways
with education usually came from a
moment of profound humiliation: a
sarcastic comment too far, bullying,
being singled out in an assembly, and
so on. There is less of that these days
but it hasn’t all gone by any means.

+44 (0) 1952 210 197

heart of our education”, Denmark
still values playfulness and danger,
Australia is fab at collaboration…
everyone has good ingredients! But
no-one has quite got the recipe, or
the menu, right yet.. In the end of
course it won’t be governments, it will
be communities that move forward to
do the exciting things and I’m lucky
to be involved with some wonderful
communities all around the world.
Q HOW, AND WHEN,
DO YOU RELAX?
I lead the most extraordinarily busy
life (trying not to waste this decade!).
Having projects all round the world it
is often a 24/7 life too. Weeks go by
without a single day off. But I race a
wonderful 107 year old Oyster Smack
(www.ck348.com) - all the races are
fixed in my diary and nothing would
deflect me from them. It’s exhausting,
and sometimes quite scary, but it is
very different and that is relaxing.

Stephen is Professor of New Media
Environments, Centre for Excellence
in Media Practice at Bournemouth University.
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Case Study

MEDIACITYUK
An identity through colour & iconography

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
COLOUR-CODED DIVISION
THROUGH USE OF RED.
ICONOGRAPHY APPLIED TO
AGILE SCREENS. MEETING
AREA WITH VIVID GREEN
ACCENTS & CARPETS

T

he University of
Salford occupies a
unique space within
MediaCityUK, right at the
centre of the ‘mediatropolis’
of the north.
It’s a space designed
to encourage creativity,
innovation and collaboration
between academics,
students, professionals and
the media industry. Our task
was to help deliver fresh,
modern spaces that enable
collaboration and look like
the kind of environments
students will come across in
the working world.
Each department was given
its own identity and sense
of place through the use
of colour and iconography.
Accent colours set against
a sophisticated palette of
neutrals create the sense of
a professional environment,
and stylish, contemporary
furniture gives an ultramodern feel. Each space has
its own iconography, delivered
via graphics on mobile Agile
screens and signage.
Pods and Agile screens
create spaces for studying,
thinking or collaborating,
all colour and graphics
coordinated so each
department feels unique.
Services such as printing and
copying are neatly concealed
behind Curvpress® panels to
retain the industrious (and
tidy!) feel of a real workspace.

16 CASE STUDY: MEDIACITYUK

“encouraging

innovation &
collaboration.”
HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM
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HOW THE FURNITURE
SUPPORTS TEACHING
AND LEARNING

BETHANY
JUNIOR SCHOOL

Case Study

The table edges and upholstered stools are
a rainbow of seven different colours and
the mobile screens have graphics, numbers,
colours and shapes on. These devices can
be used to create randomised groups. For
example, you could select everyone sitting
on a blue seat to be in one group. The canny
pupils will quickly work this out and make
sure all their friends are sitting on the same
colour seats at the next lesson, so teachers
can also group people according to the
shapes, numbers or graphics on the
screens or the colour of the table edge,
which means no-one can predict how
the groups will be selected.

W

ith high expectations of its polite and friendly pupils, a high priority
placed on reading and above average levels of achievement, particularly
in maths and English, Bethany Junior School in Bournemouth sounds
like a typical good school. But many of Bethany’s pupils come from deprived
backgrounds, some have little or no English and they speak over 30 different
languages between them. No matter what their background or level of ability on
entering the school, Bethany’s passionate staff ensure each and every pupil is given
the opportunity to excel. And excel they do.

INSET BELOW
LOBE AND AGILE WORKING
TOGETHER. LEARNING
SURFACETM WALL
ABOVE RIGHT
PETAL TABLES WITH
LEARNING SURFACETM
BELOW RIGHT
COMBINATION OF FLEXIBLE
AGILE PRODUCTS

“

TM

One of the ways they help every pupil
achieve, is through using targeted
intervention for small, focused groups
of pupils who need extra help, or to
stretch and challenge the more able.
Creating a room specifically designed for
intervention groups was the challenge
for Spaceoasis.
The Oasis Room
“Many of our children have chaotic
home lives so we wanted to create
a space that was, literally, an oasis,”
explains Acting Head, Steve Cottrell.
“A special place for them that was
calm and ordered, somewhere they

“

People love the way they can unpack their thinking straight on to the
tables and walls. Staff talk more and share ideas more freely when
using the room – I only wish we had the space to build another one.”
STEVE COTTRELL, ACTING HEAD, BETHANY JUNIOR SCHOOL

would really want to be and that
would inspire new ways of learning.
The intervention groups vary in size and
pedagogy, so creating an agile space
that could be reconfigured easily was
crucial. We also wanted to create a sense
that this could be a fun place, so colour
was also important.”
Mobile petal tables with dry-wipe
writable surfaces sit alongside mobile
laptop tables, all of which can be moved
easily. The table edges are a rainbow of
seven different colours, which makes
them look and feel special and not like
‘ordinary’ tables.

One whole wall in the Oasis Room is clad in
Learning Surface™ providing a huge dry-wipe
writable area for collaborative work, which
teachers can digitally photograph to record
and save.
Mobile Agile screens also have writable
surfaces as well as graphics. Upholstered
stools in bright colours that match the table
edges provide comfortable, fun seating. All of
the furniture is mobile, so you can create calm
quiet places for small groups or lay out the
room to accommodate up to 30 people.
Along the top of the Learning Surface™
wall are coloured LEDs, which create
different effects depending on the lesson:
red for energy and stimulation, blue for calm
contemplation. Pupils and staff take their
shoes off at the door, which reinforces the
feeling that this is a special, different place,
and encourages good behaviour.
The Oasis Room opened in autumn 2014.
Since then it has been in constant use.

Colleagues at Bethany want the very best for their students. That meant thinking afresh
about every aspect of making learning even better. Their fresh ideas already are world class;
I’m deeply impressed and can’t wait to see now where this takes the whole community.”
PROFESSOR STEPHEN HEPPELL
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THE SECRET OF A LONG LIFE:

ADVANCED
ENGINEERING
ven after years of continuous use, our clients
find that their Spaceoasis pods, desks, screens
and reception desks are still in perfect condition.
The secret to their longevity is our trademark Curvpress®
panels. Their superior quality is borne from advanced
engineering, which enables us to offer a lifetime warranty
on our signature products. This is the Curvpress® story.

E

ADVANCED PRODUCTION:
OUR CURVPRESS®
MANUFACTURING FACILITY

Unique engineering
Curvpress® is a timber engineering
process unique to Spaceoasis.
Traditional hand-constructed panels
are prone to delamination (where
the surfaces peel or chip away) and
are inconsistent in shape, which
means when you come to move or
rearrange them they probably won’t
fit back together. Curvpress® panels
form the structural spine of many of
our products and their dimensional
accuracy and integrity allows them
to be reconfigured even after years
of use.

World-class design team
We worked with Marks Barfield
Architects, creators of the London
Eye, and drew on 50 years of
plywood engineering experience
to develop the unique Curvpress®
technology. Together we developed
a process using heated platens in
ultra-high pressure presses to create
permanently bonded, life-long
laminate finishes, dimensionally
accurate and stable panels. The
resulting Curvpress® panel system
won a FIRA Innovation award.

“

We drew on 50 years of plywood
engineering experience to develop the
unique Curvpress® technology.”
MATT JEWELL, OPERATIONS MANAGER, SPACEOASIS

A strong finish
Our Curvpress® products can be
finished in a range of high-pressure
laminates (including our Learning
Surface™ writable finish), flat or
acoustic fabric in almost any colour.
This unrivalled selection of colours
and finishes means we can
meet our clients’ aesthetic brief
while adding value through
additional functionality.

CURVPRESS® PANELS:
THE STRUCTURAL
SPINE OF MANY
SPACEOASIS PRODUCTS
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LIKE LEGO FOR INTERIORS

3

4

SEAT
STYLES

2

WORKSURFACE
FINISHES

END POST
FINISHES

INTEGRAL FREESTANDING

WORKSURFACE
HEIGHTS

• NATURAL WOOD
• SPRAYED GREY

• BEECH
• MAPLE
• WHITE
• GREY
FIXED
PANEL

3

ALL AVAILABLE WITH MATCHING
OR CONTRASTING EDGE
INDUSTRIAL
FEEL
(GREY)

730
SITTING
HEIGHT

NATURAL
FEEL
(TIMBER)

920
COUNTER
HEIGHT

1085
BAR
HEIGHT

OKINAWA

79
0

64
0

40
0

OVER 100
MILLION
PERMUTATIONS

2200
1800

CAMIRA, BRADBURY &
CHIEFTAIN AS STANDARD
BUT YOU CAN HAVE ANY
FABRIC YOU WANT…

STANDARD
FABRIC
COLOURS

1480
950

4

STANDARD
PANEL
HEIGHTS
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8

1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
4800
6000
7500

PANEL
RADII

YOU CAN
HAVE ANY
FINISH
YOU WANT…

130 3
STANDARD
LAMINATE
FINISHES

WORKSURFACE
DEPTHS
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